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Media Control Station2 is the ultimate compact remote. It 
features large buttons for Record, Play, Stop, Fast Forward, 
Rewind and other editing functions. A custom precision 
optically encoded jog/shuttle wheel, equipped to handle 
both jog and shuttle functions, lets you effortlessly edit and 
perfect your project with frame accuracy.

MCS2 Media Control Station2

MCS2
Media Control Station

MCS2 RS-422/9-Pin Version

Media Control Station2 MIDI/MMC features transport 
buttons, a precision optically encoded jog wheel and 
jog/shuttle control button. Shift and Option modifier 
keys let the MCS2 send more than 20 different MIDI 
Machine Control (and General  
Purpose Controller) messages.

MCS2 sends MMC messages for controlling a variety 
of compatible hard disk recorders and computer 
based editing systems. Use it with recorders from 
Akai, Alesis, Mackie, Roland, Tascam and others.

MCS2 USB and RS-232 versions feature professional transport buttons, a 
precision, optically encoded jog wheel and jog/shuttle control button.  
Shift and Option modifier keys let the MCS2 send more than 20 different 

control messages. The USB version includes 
software for OSX Mountain Lion and 
Windows. MCS2 RS-232 is compatible with 
Windows XP and later. They can be used 
with any editing software programs.

New MCS2 USB and RS-232 Versions

MCS2 MIDI/MMC Version

MIDI MACHINE CONTROL

MCS2 Features

 Professional Quality Compact Controller
 Provides Remote Transport Control
 Remotely Controls up to 20 Functions
 Durable All Metal Construction
 Our lowest cost controller

MCS2 Physical Specifications
 Size - 8.5” x 3.25” x 1.5” 
 Weight - 2 lbs.

Four interface versions are available. New USB and RS-232 
versions for controlling computer-based software programs, 
a 9-Pin/RS-422 compatible version for professional video 
tape recorders and video editing systems, and a MIDI ver-
sion that makes a great low-cost remote for audio hard disk 
recorders and most MIDI compatible audio applications.

 4 Models (Specify When Ordering)
 MCS2 USB for OSX and Windows
 MCS2 RS-232 for Windows  
 MCS2 9-Pin for VTR AND DDR Control
 MCS2 MIDI with MIDI Machine Control

Media Control Station2 9Pin features professional 
transport buttons, a precision optically encoded 
jog wheel and jog/shuttle control button. Shift and 
Option modifier keys let the MCS2 send more than 
20 different control messages including RTZ, Video, 
Insert, Reverse Shuttle at Play Speed, Audio Track 
Arming and more. MCS2 9Pin is our compact, low–
cost RS-422/P2 compatible universal VTR or DDR 
jog/shuttle remote.


